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March 19, 1964

Mr. Jule Miller
Gospel Services, Inc.
1409 Rosalie
Houston 4, Texas

Dear Brother Miller:

Our forty member, Wednesday night high school class is planning to work an entire quarter on the fundamental subjects concerning conversion to Christ. After examining most of the prepared material in this special field, our teachers and supervisors decided to utilize copies of your cottage meeting filmstrip manuals for this class using these five lessons and their accompanying text as a foundation. Further studies in the area mentioned in the filmstrips will be pursued and studied. This may be a possible idea to use in your next publication of "Church Ideas."

Please send us forty sets of the cottage meeting manuals. This congregation is now in the midst of a Cottage Meeting Training Series with plans for a fully organized and continuing program of personal work. Over fifty people are attending this one and one-half hour session each Tuesday night.

We already have the Leadership series by James Wilburn but would like for you to send us the records now available for this set.

I plan to be in Houston for a five night lecture series during April with the Garden Oaks congregation. I hope to see you during this period. Please pray for our efforts there.

Fraternally yours,

John Allen Chalk
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